


STUDIO

OVERVIEW

Let The Studio at AutoShop

DC be your one-stop 

resource for any virtual

event needs. Once you

choose your set and

determine your AV needs,

we'll set the stage for a

seamless webcast,

livestream, or recording! 

THE STUDIO

@

AUTOSHOP



STUDIO

CAPABILITIES

SPACE

Our North East

studio features three

sets, green rooms, a

voice over studio,

and front of house

positions for AV.  

SETS

Our three stock sets are

perfect for small panel

discussions, single

person stand ups. or

broadcast style anchor

set ups. These can be

used al la carte or

bundled for a discount. 

CUSTOM . . .

A benefit of being so

close to our scenic

shop is our ease of

customization! We can

design and build in

house as well as offer

our furniture and prop

inventory for use.

BRANDING

Get your name out

there by customizing

panels with branded

event themes or logos.

Send us our logo and

our in house graphics

team can handle the

rest!



ANCHOR SET



PANELIST SET



STAND UP SET



STUDIO GROUNDPLAN
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ASK  US !

additional  hours available 

$ 1 ,500 .00

Half Day (4 Hours)

$3 ,000 .00

Full Day (8 Hours)

***Additional Services Such as A/V, Lighting, Streaming etc, are additional -

Design Foundry is happy to build a custom package that meets all your needs***
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$4,435.00 branded | $3,795.00 unbranded

PANEL IST  SET

$5,975.00  branded | $4,675.00 unbranded

ANCHOR  SET

$7,125.00 branded | $5,600.00 unbranded

***Additional Services Such as A/V, Lighting, Streaming etc, are additional -

Design Foundry is happy to build a custom package that meets all your needs***
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We're partnering with CMI AV to support

your event. Whether you're looking for a

single recorded stand up or a multi-

location livestream discussion - they can

support it all. A CMI project manager

will quote a package tailored to your

specific needs.  Packages starting at $3k!
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Design Foundry is happy to coordinate green

room or client meal needs!

TRANSPORTAT ION
We want to help get you here! We can

coordinate professional and safe

transportation to and from our studios for you

and your clients.

GREENERY
If you want a softer look to your set Design

Foundry can bring in live greenery or florals to

accent your set.
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BEFORE
Before our guests arrive, our team cleans and disinfects all touchable surfaces. Following

the CDC's recommendations, hard surfaces are first cleaned with soap and water, and

then wiped down with approved disinfectant solutions. Soft surfaces such as pillows and

furniture covers will be cleaned with soap and the warmest water allowable. As an extra

precaution, items in our inventory that are unable to be adequately disinfected due to

material restrictions will be rotated out of our inventory and isolated for seven days

before reuse.

DURING
All staff and guests are required to record and submit their temperature before entry to

the building. Temperatures above 100.4 will not be permitted entry. We use one

designated entrance & exit to the building. Masks will be worn at all times outside of

eating, drinking and talent shooting or filming.  A distance of 6 feet between individuals

will be maintained at all times.  Hand sanitizer will be available in all spaces, and guests

are encouraged to wash hands frequently in our reserved-for-guests bathrooms.

AFTER
After guests depart, our staff does a full "clean up, wipe down!" which again involves

cleaning and disinfecting all touchable surfaces. Any hard to disinfect inventory items are

moved to isolation before the wipe down begins. The last staff member to leave the

building does a final wipe of frequently touched surfaces upon their exit including light

switches, railings and door handles.



CONTACT

INFORMATION

STUDIO  ADDRESS

AutoShop DC

416 Morse St NE, 

Washington, DC 20002

EMAIL  ADDRESS

info@foundrycrew.com

PHONE  NUMBER

240.264.1061


